THE WOOSTER CAMPUS DIVERSITY COMMITTEE PRESENTS:

South Korea and Its Culture on the World Stage
A talk in the series Cultural Connections: “Where Culture Meets Agriculture”

- Korean Cooking Demonstration: Dr. Kyusuk You & Dr. Kwonil Jung
- Finding Korea: Past, Present and Future: Dr. Chang-Won (Charles) Lee
- Before you ask, "Are you Chinese?": Dr. Sunjeong (Sunny) Park
- Agriculture, Food Production, and Restaurants in Korea: Dr. Chanhee Lee

Dr. Kyusuk You is an agricultural research engineer for the Agricultural Research Service of the USDA.

Dr. Kwonil Jung currently conducts research as a Research Scientist at the Food Animal Health Research Program.

Dr. Chang-Won (Charles) Lee, professor in FAHPR, focuses on pathobiology and control of zoonotic and animal pathogens

Dr. Sunjeong (Sunny) Park manages the STAR lab (Service Testing and Research Laboratory)

Dr. Chanhee Lee, assistant professor in Animal Sciences, works on ruminant nutrition and nutrient management

Friday, May 18, 2018
12 noon – 1 p.m.
Food and conversation at noon;
Talks at 12:15

Research Services Building, Room 130 at OARDC in Wooster

Light lunch provided, space limited, rsvp to owens.1132@osu.edu by Wed May 16

Available to stream at: https://osu-cfaes.zoom.us/j/6056911066
or watch later via the go.osu website: www.go.osu.edu/WoosterInternational

Questions? Please contact:
Jason Owens, Ph.D.
International Coordinator, Wooster Campus
owens.1132@osu.edu
Cell Tel: [+1] 605-691-1066

CFAES provides research and related educational programs to clientele on a nondiscriminatory basis. For more information: http://go.osu.edu/cfaesdiversity